
PaymentSelectSM

Provides a cost-effective 
payment solution across 
your entire campus.

Introducing PaymentSelectSM,  Heartland ECSI’s payment process solution that provides the most 
comprehensive payment solution in higher education.

Our PaymentSelectSM Solution gives you all the benefits you want for online and point of sale payment 
processing. Data security? Yes, we have it! Cost savings? Got that too! A better student experience?  Of 
course! Real-time integration to your student information systems? Absolutely!

Heartland ECSI, a division of Heartland Payment Systems, the 5th largest payment processor in the U.S. with 
over 11 million daily transactions and $120 billion in annual dollars processed, serves over 2,700 colleges and 
universities nationwide.

We combine the payment gateway and the payment 
processor, eliminating the need to pay two separate 
vendors - this equals cost savings!

We are the industry experts in payment processing 
with over 40 years of experience and an 
outstanding reputation with over 2,700 colleges 
and universities.

Our Service Excellence operational model that 
always puts our clients and your students first.

Real-time Student Information Systems integration

Our unparalleled, four-part data security protocol 
which includes:

* PCI Level 1 and PA-DSS Compliance
* E3TM end-to-end encryption that encrypts and secures all 
    payment data 
* Unique tokenization process
* Smart Card (EMV) technology leader

Our entrepreneurial business model allows for 
quick system customization with the strong financial 
backing of a large, public corporation.
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Lower Costs and Increased Efficiency
As operating costs rise and budgets shrink, you need simple solutions to save money.  
PaymentSelectSM can save your office thousands of dollars annually.  

How do we do this?  Simple.  We are both the payment gateway and the payment processor.  In 
a typical payment transaction, you have a payment gateway provider and a different payment 
processing provider.  Two providers equal two fees to the school. Since we are both the gateway 
and processor, you can eliminate your existing payment gateway and those costly gateway fees.

Easy-To-Use Online Management Tools
With a few clicks, your students/payers can easily submit electronic payments using debit 
cards, credit cards, ACH, or electronic checks - speeding payments to your school, reducing 
administrative costs, and minimizing late payments and delinquent accounts.

Four-Part Data Security
When using our PaymentSelectSM Solution, you can rest assured that you are getting the highest 
level of data security.  Our E3TM end-to-end encryption and unique tokenization process allows 
us to meet PCI Level 1 and PA-DSS compliance. Our innovative leadership ensures that we are at 
the forefront of leading technology, such as Smart Card (EMV).

Service Excellence
Our highly trained Customer Care Team works directly with you to ensure that you and your 
customers are receiving the highest level of service. When you or one of your payers calls our 
office, they’ll get a live team member - not an automated system or voicemail.

To learn more about our PaymentSelectSM Solution, or to set up a 
demonstration, contact the Heartland ECSI Sales Team at Sales@ecsi.net.
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